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Rotor Eddy Current Loss Reduction With Permeable
Retaining Sleeve for Permanent Magnet
Synchronous Machine
Zichong Zhu , Student Member, IEEE, Yunkai Huang , Jianning Dong , Member, IEEE,
Fei Peng, Member, IEEE, and Yu Yao , Student Member, IEEE
Abstract—This article presents a new rotor design to reduce
rotor eddy current loss of a high-speed permanent magnet synchronous machine for flywheel energy storage system. Instead of
using common nonmagnetic sleeves, the new rotor incorporates
permeable retaining sleeves (PRSs) to fix permanent magnets on
the rotor hub. The PRSs are made of permalloy that features high
permeability and high electrical conductivity. Thus, skin depths
for asynchronous harmonics are extremely small. On the other
hand, the PRSs are electrically insulated along the circumferential
direction. Owing to these two reasons, rotor eddy current loss at
open circuit decreases by 64.2% without sacrificing torque output,
compared with an original rotor with nonmagnetic retaining sleeve.
In addition, thermal and structural finite element analyses are
performed to calculate rotor temperature distribution and evaluate the structural integrity of the new rotor. Rotor eddy current
loss reduction benefits lowering rotor temperature rise. Prototype
machine with the new rotor is fabricated, and preliminary tests are
carried out to confirm the analysis results.
Index Terms—Eddy current, high-speed machine, permeable
retaining sleeve (PRS), permanent-magnet machine, rotor loss
reduction.

I. INTRODUCTION
IGH-SPEED permanent magnet synchronous machines
(HSPMSMs) receive more attention lately in applications
such as air compression, micro-machining, and flywheel energy
storage system [1], [2]. This kind of machine features high power
density, excellent dynamic performance, and high efficiency.
Due to the low tensile strength of silicon steel sheet and severe
flux leakage at rotor bridges, interior permanent magnet rotor
is considered inappropriate for HSPMSM [3]. Surface-mounted
permanent magnet machine (SPM) is usually used accounting
for its excellent rotor integrity and rigidity.
Common rotor topologies for SPM are shown in Fig. 1. To
counteract the centrifugal force of permanent magnets (PMs)
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Fig. 1.

Commonly used rotor structures in HSPMSMs.

during high-speed operation, a thick nonmagnetic retaining
sleeve (NRS) is usually necessary. The presence of NRS lengthens the effective air gap and increases the reluctance of the
main magnetic circuit. Consequently, the air-gap flux density is
lowered, and large eddy current loss is produced in NRS when
it is made of metallic material.
Commonly used materials for NRS include carbon fiber composite [4], glass fiber composite [5], and high-strength alloys,
such as Inconel 718 [6] and titanium alloy [7]. Using a composite sleeve can reduce eddy current loss in the sleeve itself,
but inevitably increases this loss in PMs [8]. Meanwhile, the
small thermal conductivity of composite materials hinders heat
dissipation from PMs to the air gap, which may cause a large
temperature rise and thus poor magnetic properties of PM [9].
In addition, the material and tooling costs of composite sleeves
are expected to be high.
Methods used to suppress rotor eddy current and reduce
associated loss include slotless stator [10], axial segmentation
of NRS or PMs [11], winding configuration optimization [11],
multilayer retaining sleeve [9], and copper cladding [12]. These
solutions usually sacrifice torque output or increase PM usage.
New structures and materials for retaining sleeve are also
proposed. By grooving retaining sleeve in the circumferential
direction, rotor eddy current loss decreases by 23% [7]. Whereas
such grooves may deteriorate rotor strength and bring rotor
dynamic problem. A novel retaining sleeve is presented in [6],
which looks like a skewed cast aluminum rotor cage of the
induction machine. The eddy current flow path veers and associated loss is effectively reduced. Nevertheless, this structure
may cause more eddy current loss in PMs and the strength of it
is not fully evaluated.
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TABLE I
DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS OF THE INVESTIGATED FESS

TABLE II
DESIGN PARAMETERS OF THE HSPMSM

Fig. 2. Structure of the 2.5 kW, 0.5 kWh FESS with surface-mounted permanent magnet HSPMSM.

To increase the open-circuit air-gap flux density, a retaining
sleeve made of semi-permeable material is used in [13]. It
shows that the fundamental component of the electromotive
force (EMF) increases more than 20%, compared with that using
magnetically inert retaining sleeve. To reduce eddy current loss,
the retaining sleeve is made by 2 mm thick axially-laminated
cold-worked steel sheet (relative permeability μr = 6). Comparative study on machines with retaining sleeve made of Fe20%Cu alloy (maximal relative permeability μrmax = 59) and
nonmagnetic materials mentioned above is presented in [14]. It
found that using the Fe-20%Cu alloy even decreases air-gap flux
density, because considerable PM flux is “short-circuited” by
the semi-permeable material. Also, this kind of material has low
electrical resistivity, which induces more rotor eddy current loss.
This paper presents a new rotor design with permeable retaining sleeve (PRS) for an HSPMSM developed for flywheel
energy storage system (FESS). Proposed rotor topology aims
at reducing rotor eddy current loss, without sacrificing torque
output. This loss is difficult to be dissipated outside since the
rotor is installed in a high-vacuum chamber. Moreover, rotor
loss reduction is vital for lowering the idling loss and increasing
the round-trip efficiency of FESS. Electromagnetic performance
of machines with the original and proposed rotors are comparatively studied, as given in section II-IV. 3-D finite element
analysis (FEA) is used due to the complicated geometry and stray
flux of the new rotor. Section V presents the rotor temperature
distribution calculated by thermal FEA to keep PM temperature
under permitted value. Structural FEA is carried out to evaluate
the mechanical integrity of the new rotor in section VI, where
thermal stress is considered by directly importing rotor temperature distribution from the thermal analysis. A prototype is
fabricated, and preliminary tests are performed to confirm the
analysis results and magnetic circuit characterization.
II. ORIGINAL AND PROPOSED ROTORS
A. Original Machine
The investigated 0.5 kWh, 2.5 kW FESS is shown in Fig. 2.
The motor/generator is installed inside the composite rim with
limited axial space, and thus the total length of end windings and

Fig. 3.

Proposed rotor structure (quadrant) and materials of each part.

the stator lamination is of upper limit. Design specifications of
the FESS are listed in Table I. The original HSPMSM developed
for this FESS uses common rotor topology, as in Fig. 1 (middle).
Surface-mounted PMs are fixed on the solid rotor hub by a nonmagnetic metallic retaining sleeve via interference fit. Though
with small rotor diameter, to counteract huge centrifugal force
at high-speed rotation, a 2.5 mm thick retaining sleeve made
of stainless steel 304 is used. Design parameters are given in
Table II. To reduce rotor eddy current loss, a large air gap of
1.5 mm is used. However, this kind of loss is still too much to
meet idling rotor loss requirement.
B. Proposed Machine
A new rotor structure is proposed to suppress rotor eddy
current and reduce associated loss, as shown in Fig. 3. Integral
NRS in the original rotor is replaced with 4 PRSs. The PRS
made of permalloy is connected to nonmagnetic end plates via
keyways, which are made of stainless steel 304. To eliminate
local stress concentration, rectangular instead of arc-shaped
magnets are used. The axial air gap between the rotor end and
the tip of PRS (the extension of PRS) is 5 mm, designed to
reduce rotor end flux leakage. Grooves are machined on the
rotor hub to install PMs and protect them from translation during
acceleration or deceleration.
Cross-sections of the original and proposed rotors are shown
in Fig. 4. Arc-shaped PMs that are parallelly magnetized are
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Fig. 4. Cross-sections of the original and proposed rotors (quadrant).
(a) Original rotor. (b) Proposed rotor.

Fig. 6.

PM flux leaks from the tip of PRS at open circuit.

Fig. 7.

Open-circuit phase EMFs and their spectra at 22500 r/min, 20 °C.

Fig. 5. Open-circuit air-gap flux densities in both machines from 3-D FEA
(20 °C).

employed in the original rotor to excite more sinusoidal opencircuit air-gap flux density and back EMF. In the new rotor, the
open-circuit air-gap flux density is optimized by parametric sensitivity analysis using 3-D finite element method. By reshaping
the cylindrical surface of the PRS, an unequal air gap is formed.
As shown in Fig. 4(b), the center of the cylindrical surface facing
air gap misaligns with the rotor pivot point. Meanwhile, it has a
radius smaller than that of the rotor.
Electromagnetic performances including back EMF, torque
output, phase inductance and rotor eddy current loss are comparatively researched for these two rotors in next sections. For fair
comparisons, the stator core, winding parameters, and physical
air gap are kept unchanged.
III. BACK EMF AND INDUCTANCE COMPARISON
A. Back EMF
Since the NRS between the stator core and PMs in the original
machine is replaced by permeable parts, the effective air gap is
downsized. As a result, the reluctance of the main magnetic
circuit is reduced, and PM usage is therefore reduced when
exciting similar air-gap flux densities. As shown in Fig. 4(b),
PM thickness decreases from 7 mm to 6.3 mm when producing
the same back EMF as the original machine, while PM usage
reduces by 25% from 0.24 kg to 0.18 kg, which helps to reduce
the material cost of the FESS.
Fig. 5 plots the radial component of open-circuit air-gap flux
density Bm at z = 0 mm and z = 15 mm (define the axial
symmetry plane as the xy-plane of 3-D Cartesian coordinate

Fig. 8. Torque waveforms of the original and new machines with 25 A phase
current.

system). It can be seen that Bm at z = 0 mm and z = 15 mm show
obvious difference in the new machine, which doesn’t appear in
the original machine. Bm at the rotor end is larger than that of
the original machine, but smaller on the symmetry plane. This
means that Bm varies significantly along the axial direction due
to the fact that more PM flux tends to leak from the rotor ends
after introducing PRSs.
Fig. 6 illustrates the PM flux leaks from the tip of the PRS.
The total flux provided by a half PM pole is 0.45 mWb. Flux
leakage at a tip of PRS is 0.08 mWb, i.e., nearly 18.0% of PM
flux doesn’t link with the stator windings and excite back EMF.
Fortunately, since the PRS reduces the effective air gap, PMs in
the new rotor produce more flux than the original rotor. To be
exact, rotor flux produced by a half PM pole in the original and
new machines are 0.38 mWb and 0.45 mWb respectively. Thus,
though with more flux leakage at the rotor ends, the PM flux
links with the stator windings in the new rotor is still close to
that of the original machine. Consequently, these two machines
have similar back EMFs and torque constants.
Fig. 7 shows the phase EMFs and their spectra of the original
and new machines. Fig. 8 presents the electromagnetic torque
waveforms. As mentioned above, PM thickness and width in
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Fig. 10. The variation of average torque against current angles (angles advancing the back EMF).

Fig. 9. Magnetic flux distributions when feeding only d- or q-axis current.
(a) Original machine. (b) Proposed machine.

the new rotor are revised to keep back EMF and torque output
unchanged. It can be seen from Fig. 7, the 3rd and 9th harmonics
of the new machine are nearly triply increased. Fortunately, these
harmonics will not appear in line voltage with star-connected
windings. Compared with the original one, the new machine
has almost same average torque, but a larger torque ripple due
to the reduced air gap.
B. Inductance Increment
Along with reducing the main magnetic circuit reluctance,
using PRS changes the flow paths of d- and q-axis flux. Fig. 9
shows the vector plot of flux induced by d- or q-axis current
of 25 A. In the original machine, q-axis flux goes through the
stator core, air gap, NRS, PM, and rotor hub successively, and
then goes back to close the flow path. Whereas in the new rotor,
q-axis flux traverses the PRS, yet bypasses the PM and rotor
hub.
For the d-axis magnetic circuit, the original machine has
similar d-axis flux flow path to that of the q-axis flux. However,
things are different in the new rotor. Unlike the q-axis flux,
the majority of d-axis flux still goes through PM, as shown in
Fig. 9(b). Thus, in the new rotor, the d- and q-axis fluxes have
different flow paths and reluctances.
As a result, d-axis inductance Ld and q-axis inductance Lq
are both increased, due to the smaller magnetic circuit reluctances. More specially, with the same winding configuration,
Ld increases from 45.4 μH to 67.1 μH, while Lq nearly doubles
from 47.4 μH to 85.3 μH. The inductance increment may help
to reduce current harmonics caused by the relatively small
inductance of HSPMSM and limited switching frequency of
power semi-conductors.

It is noteworthy that the new rotor shows salient behavior
since Ld and Lq are different. In theory, reluctance torque can
be used to enhance the torque output by the maximum torque per
ampere control. The variation of average torque against current
angles is calculated by 3-D FEA and presented in Fig. 10. It can
be seen that, the current angle where maximum torque appears
is about 2° when feeding a 25 A phase current into the stator
windings. Meanwhile, the average torque increases only 0.08%
from 1.0294 Nm to 1.0302Nm when current angle increases
from 0° to 2°. In other words, the reluctance torque contribute
little to torque output of the new machine. The reason is that, in
the HSPMSM with surface-mounted permanent magnet rotor,
the phase inductance is quite small. As a result, the PM flux
linkage ψm is dominant, compared with the one excited by
armature windings. Though the inductance increment of the new
rotor is significant, the second right-hand term of (1) is still far
smaller than the first one.
Certainly, a larger current helps to increase the portion of
reluctance torque, but the increment is not obvious. For example,
when the phase current increases to 50 A, the reluctance torque
is only 0.4% of the total torque at current angle of 5°, as in
Fig. 10. Thus, the maximum torque per ampere control is not
used in the new machine.
3p
[ψm iq + (Ld − Lq ) id iq ]
(1)
T =
2
In addition, the inductance increment inevitably lowers the
power factor and increases the voltage regulation ratio in generating mode. However, in HSPMSM with surface-mounted
permanent magnet rotor, the inductance is small. Voltage drop on
phase inductance is subordinate to the back EMF. For example, at
the rated point, the amplitude of the phase EMF is 64.95 V. while,
the voltage drop on phase inductance increases from 5.58 V to
10.05 V, due to the inductance increment. Consequently, the
power factor decreases from 0.996 to 0.988. In the generating
mode, the terminal voltage regulation ratio increases from 0.38%
to 1.2% due to the inductance increment. Conclusively, the
inductance increment of the new machine has minor influence
on power factor and voltage regulation ratio.
IV. ROTOR EDDY CURRENT LOSS REDUCTION
Permeance harmonics, the spatial harmonics of magnetomotive force (MMF) and harmonics due to non-sinusoidal current
induce the eddy current in conductive rotor parts, and thus
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TABLE III
RELATIVE PERMEABILITY AND ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY OF
RETAINING SLEEVE MATERIALS

Fig. 11. Flux density variations on the surface of the NRS and PRS from 2-D
FEA. (a) Flux density variations. (b) Spectra.

produce ohmic loss [15], [16]. To reduce current waveform
distortion, high switching frequency SiC inverter equipped with
output filters is developed for this application. Therefore, the
third source is subordinate and can be neglected.
Fig. 11 shows flux density variations on the surface of retaining sleeves (P1 and P2 in Fig. 4) from 2-D FEA and their spectra,
when assuming the retaining sleeves non-conductive. It can be
seen from Fig. 11(b), the 12th and 24th harmonics are dominant,
and both of them are significantly increased due to a smaller
effective air gap after introducing the PRS.
The PRS is made of permalloy that features higher permeability μr and electrical conductivity σ, compared with the NRS
made of 304 steel. As a result, the PRS produces extremely
small skin depth δ for rotor asynchronous harmonics, as in (2),
and damps these harmonics by induced eddy current while the
synchronous field is not affected.

1
δ=
(2)
πf σμr μ0
Due to a smaller δ, eddy current is confined to the surface
of the PRS, which helps to reduce associated ohmic loss. This
phenomenon is referred to as the shielding effect. In [12], [14],
and [17], the shielding effect is realized by a copper cladding
that has high electrical conductivity. Similarly, it can also be
acquired with high-permeability materials, such as permalloy
investigated in this paper.
Table III lists the electrical conductivity and relative permeability of permalloy, copper, and 304 steel, which are sourced
from the product manuals of the manufacturers. Though the
electrical conductivity of copper is nearly 27 times higher than
that of permalloy, its relative permeability is only 1/54000 of
that of its competitor. This indicates retaining sleeve made of
permalloy has better shielding ability than a copper cladding.

Fig. 12. Eddy current and related loss distributions. (a) NRS of the original
rotor. (b) PRS of the new rotor.

For example, the skin depth of the 6th harmonic for permalloy,
copper and 304 steel are 0.022 mm, 0.97 mm and 6.36 mm
respectively.
To calculate the induced rotor eddy current accurately, 3-D
FEA is used, because the magnetic field in rotor with short axial
length shows more 3-D behavior, particularly in the new rotor, as
shown in Fig. 6. Rotor eddy current and related loss distributions
at open circuit and rated point in the NRS and PRS are shown
in Fig. 12. The open-circuit results are calculated with no power
supply, and the rated point has phase current of 25A and rotation
speed of 22500 r/min.
The maximum eddy current density at open circuit increases
from 6.74e6 A/m2 to 4.30e7 A/m2 after introducing the PRS.
The same trend is observed for related loss density, which
increases from 3.27e7 W/m3 to 8.31e8 W/m3 . However, owing
to a smaller skin depth, the region of high eddy current density
is dramatically narrowed down. In addition, permalloy has a
larger electrical conductivity than 304 steel, which also helps
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TABLE V
MECHANICAL AND THERMAL PROPERTIES OF EACH ROTOR PARTS

distributed heat source for thermal FEA in the two-way coupled
analysis.
The motor/generator of the FESS is installed inside the chamber of high vacuum to reduce windage loss. However, heat
dissipation from rotor surfaces to stator parts by air convection
is unavailable under high vacuum condition. Moreover, due to
the small temperature differences between various assemblies
of the FESS, the analysis neglects radiative heat transfer in the
chamber, and assumes all rotor losses are transferred outside
through the shaft by thermal conduction.
Fig. 13.

Total rotor eddy current loss at different rotation speed from 3-D FEA.

A. Governing Equations
to reduce eddy current loss Pre , as in (3), where Je is the eddy
current density.

1
J 2 dV
(3)
Pre =
σ V e
Table IV lists calculated eddy current loss in each rotor part
at open circuit and rated point. It can be seen that, in both
rotors, the majority of eddy current loss appears in conductive
retaining sleeves. Most importantly, the eddy current loss in the
new rotor decreases significantly. At open circuit, it reduces
by 64.2% from 17.56 W to 6.29 W. Under load condition, it
decreases from 19.24 W to 8.52 W. In addition, it deserves to be
noted that, in both rotors, on-load eddy current loss increases
not obviously compared with that at open circuit. It can be
inferred that the spatial harmonics of MMF have less effect
than permeance harmonics on rotor eddy current and associated
loss.
Fig. 13 presents the variation of total rotor eddy current loss at
different rotation speed. It can be seen that, in both machines, this
kind of loss increases sharply with rotation speed at open circuit
and on-load operation. Moreover, eddy current loss reduction in
the new rotor appears at all speeds.
V. ROTOR TEMPERATURE RISE
3-D thermal FEA is carried out to confirm that the PM
temperature is under the permitted value. The duty cycle of the
FESS determines the round-trip loss and rotor temperature rise.
This FESS has short on-load stages (charging or discharging). In
addition, the solid rotor has a large heat capacity. Therefore, transient temperature rise during charging and discharging stages
is not large. Nevertheless, for conservative estimation, on-load
rotor loss density, instead of open-circuit one, is referenced as the

Since the housing and end caps are thermally insulated with
rubber gasket that has extremely small thermal conductivity, the
rotor and stator can be separately modeled. For the rotor made
of solid materials, governing equations in steady-state thermal
analysis can be expressed as






∂T
∂T
∂T
∂
∂
∂
kx
+
ky
+
kz
= −q, (4)
∂x
∂x
∂y
∂y
∂z
∂z
⎧
∂T
∂T
⎨Γ1 : ∂T
∂x nx + ∂y ny + ∂z nz = h (T − Tamb )
(5)
⎩Γ : ∂T n + ∂T n + ∂T n = 0
2
∂x x
∂y y
∂z z
where T is the temperature distribution. kx , ky , and kz are the
thermal conductivity along the respective x-, y-, and z-axis directions. For isotropic materials, kx = ky = kz . Mechanical and
thermal properties of each rotor part sourced from the product
manuals are listed in Table V. q is the heat source density, which
is directly imported from the above eddy current loss density.
Two kinds of boundary conditions are imposed on rotor
surfaces: Γ1 and Γ2 , as in (5), where nx , ny , and nz denote
the scalar projection of the outward unit normal vector in x-, y-,
and z-axis directions. Γ1 specifies the convection heat transfer
coefficient h, between the end caps and ambient air. For conservative consideration, ambient temperature Tamb is assumed
to be 40 °C, as an additional safety factor for rotor temperature
prediction. Heat transfer coefficient of natural convection at the
end cap is calculated by (6) [18], where Ra is the dimensionless
Rayleigh number for the laminar flow on the surface of vertical
flat plate, given by (7).
h = 0.59(Ra)0.25 kair /d 104 < Ra < 109
Ra =

gβ
(Ts − Tamb ) d3
αν
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TABLE VI
THERMAL CONTACT RESISTANCES IN THE NEW ROTOR

g, α, β, ν, Ts , d, and kair denote the acceleration of gravity,
thermal diffusivity of air, thermal expansion coefficient of air,
kinematic viscosity of air, average surface temperature of the
end cap, characteristic length of the end cap, and thermal conductivity of air respectively. Calculated h is 5.63 W/(m2 •K). Γ2
is specified for other rotor surfaces that are adiabatic.

Fig. 14. Maximum temperatures against δair1 and δv . (a) Maximum temperature of the PRS. (b) Maximum temperature of the PM.

B. Determination of Thermal Contact Resistance
Thermal contact resistance between the touching surfaces of
two solids usually has a vital influence on heat removal and
thus temperature rise [19], [20]. Many researches focused on the
unknown resistance by introducing an equivalent average interface air gap δair [18], [21], [22]. According to these researches,
δair depends on contact pressure, surface roughness, material
properties, interface medium, and heat flux density et al. Common practice is to select an appropriate value from handbooks
or perform an initial calibration test [20]. Equivalent air gaps
are determined according to suggestions in these researches,
as listed in Table VI (upper limits are used for conservative
estimation). These empirical values are valid for the contact of
two cylindrical surfaces, and show high accuracy according to
experiments in above researches. However, this is not the case
for interface between two planes, e.g., the equivalent air gap
between the PRS and endplate δair1 , the one between the PM and
PRS δair2 , and that between the PM and rotor hub δair3 . These
interface air gaps strongly relate to rotation speed and thermal
expansion of rotor parts, which make initial calibration tests
difficult, if not impossible. Thus, it is hard to determine rational
values for δair1 , δair2 , and δair3 . It deserves to be noted that
the thermal resistances and thus equivalent air gaps are smaller
under rotation condition [23].
For the sake of simplicity, a preliminary parameter sensitivity
analysis is carried out to explore the correlation between rotor
temperature rise and these contact resistances. To reduce the
number of variables and save calculation time, the sum of δair2
and δair3 , denoted by δv , is used in the parametric analysis.
Conservatively, δv is positioned between the rotor hub and PM.
Fig. 14 shows the maximum temperatures of the PM and PRS
against δair1 and δv . Conclusively, rotor temperature rise is
insensitive to δair1 , δair2 , and δair3 . The temperature increment
is only 7.0 °C with the maximal thermal contact resistances.
The reason is that rotor eddy current loss in the new rotor is
significantly reduced, which causes relatively small temperature
drops on these thermal contact resistances.
The bearing is more complicated in terms of heat transfer,
due to its complex structure and the presence of grease or oil
lubrication. It is hard to develop an exact model for heat transfer
through the bearing races. Similarly, an equivalent air gap is

Fig. 15.

Temperature distribution and thermal boundaries of the new rotor.

commonly used. Typical values for the equivalent air gap are
measured for various bearings in [19], and for bearings in this
application, a 0.25 mm interface air gap is used.
C. Predicted Rotor Temperature Distribution
The bearing loss Pbe is calculated using (8), where n is the
rotation speed. Tbe is the total friction torque obtained from
product manual as 0.0029 Nm (using an online calculator offered
by bearing manufacturer SKF). Resultant Pbe for each bearing is
6.85 W, and it is split evenly between the inner and outer races.
Pbe = 2πnTbe /60

(8)

Temperature distribution and heat flux vector plot when
δair1 = 0.03 mm and δair2 = δair3 = 0.05 mm are shown in
Fig. 15 and Fig. 16. The maximum temperature in PM is
131.9 °C, which is lower than the maximum operating temperature of N35SH. As shown in Fig. 15, temperature drops mainly
appear in the long shaft and the bearing. Therefore, downsizing
the axial length of FESS and/or using ceramic bearing that has
smaller friction loss benefits lowering rotor temperature. Except
for the one through PM, the new rotor provides an extra flow path
for heat conduction via the endplate to the shaft. Heat fluxes in
these two paths are 3.79 W and 4.69 W respectively, i.e., more
than half of total heat is dissipated via endplate, as illustrated
in Fig. 16.
VI. ROTOR MECHANICAL STRENGTH EVALUATION
Owing to the compact axial size and large shaft diameter, the
machine has a 1st critical speed of 37655 r/min with bearing
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Fig. 18.

Maximum and minimum principal stress distributions in PM.

Fig. 19.

Manufactured rotor and inductance measurement setups.

Fig. 16. Temperature distribution and heat flux density of the new rotor from
3-D thermal FEA.

Fig. 17. Von Mises distribution and absolute displacement (scale factor: 250)
of the PRS.

support stiffness, according to 3-D modal FEA. The maximum
rotation speed is much lower than the critical speed. Therefore,
the emphasis of mechanical design is put on evaluating the rotor
structure integrity, which is carried out by 3-D structural FEA
due to the complex structure of the new rotor. Centrifugal force
arising from high-speed rotation and thermal stress resulted
from different thermal expansion coefficients and temperature
difference in each part are considered. Meanwhile, electromagnetic nodal force imposed on the rotor and the gravity of
rotor assemblies are ignored since they are several orders of
magnitude less than the above two sources. To take thermal
stress into account, rotor temperature distribution from above
thermal analysis is directly imported into the structural model
in the one-way coupled analysis.
Interference fit is not used in the assembly of rotor components, because the PMs are fixed radially and circumferentially
by the PRSs and grooves on the rotor hub, as in Fig. 3. Fillets are
created on some edges of the PRS to eliminate potential stress
concentration. The Von Mises stress distribution and the displacement of the PRS are shown in Fig. 17. The maximum stress
occurs at the fillets and reaches 195.43 MPa at 22500 r/min and
steady-state temperature, which is far below the yield strength
of Supra 50 of 820 MPa.
Sintered rare-earth magnets are usually considered as brittle
materials. They have high compressive strength but low tensile
strength. Sintered NdFeB N35SH has a low tensile strength of
82.7 MPa and high compressive strength of 950 MPa. Fig. 18

Fig. 20. Calculated and measured phase inductances at different rotor position
(θ equals to 0 when rotor d-axis aligns with the axis of measured phase winding).

shows the maximum and minimum principal stress distributions
in PM. The maximum principal stress reaches 48.8 MPa, which
is under the tensile strength of N35SH with a safety factor
1.5. The difference of thermal expansion coefficient between
the rotor hub and PRS, as in Table V, keeps PM compressed
at steady-state temperature and high-speed rotation. This can
also be observed intuitively in Fig. 17, where obvious deformation in the PRS adjacent to PM appears. In addition, the
minimum principal stress is far below the compressive strength
of N35SH.
VII. PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENTAL TESTS
A prototype rotor is manufactured to prove the functionality
of the new design. To confirm the decrement of magnetic circuit
reluctance, phase inductances at different rotor positions are
measured with an LCR meter. Measurement setups are shown
in Fig. 19. Calculated and measured inductances against rotor
position θ are plotted in Fig. 20. The measured inductances
achieve satisfactory agreement with the calculated ones, and the
small discrepancy may result from an overestimation of the end
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Fig. 21. Experimental setups for (a) static torque measurement and
(b) back EMF measurement.

Fig. 22.

integrity is well kept at highest operating speed in the back-toback test.
To measure the rotor eddy current loss and confirm its reduction by experiments, separation of each loss component is
essential. However, it is well-known that the separation of rotor
eddy current loss from measured total loss is difficult using
common loss separation experiments [24], [25]. The reason is
that, rotor eddy current loss and stator core loss are concomitant
in all measurements. To solve this problem, an indirect method
that incorporates a series of measurements are designed. The
method measures the heat produced in the rotor to indirectly
obtain the rotor loss. Rotor eddy current loss can be obtained by
deducting bearing loss from the measured rotor loss. The key
to rotor heat measurement is prohibiting heat transfer between
the stator and rotor sides, which is available by performing the
measurements in a high-vacuum environment.
Similar loss separation method that measures loss by means
of vacuum environment has been reported in [26] recently.
The vacuum environment and heat measurement require some
specialized experimental setups that are being developed. Future
works will focus on these tests, and another paper will presents
the principle of these measurements, the assembly of experimental setups, and how the measurements are performed.

Measured and Calculated static torques at room temperature (24 °C).

VIII. CONCLUSION

Fig. 23.

Calculated and measured back EMFs at 22500 r/min (24 °C).

winding length. It can be seen that the phase inductance varies
with θ, i.e., the new rotor shows salient behavior.
Static torques are measured to confirm the torque producing
ability of the new rotor. Direct current flows into A-phase
winding and out from B- and C-phase windings. Rotor position
is determined by a dividing head, and output torque is measured
with high-precision torque sensor, as in Fig. 21(a). To eliminate
the effect of friction and cogging torques on static torque, two
measurements are carried out. One is performed with dc current
and another at open circuit. Static torque is obtained by differentiating the results from these two measurements. Measured
and calculated torques are compared in Fig. 22. The measured
and FEA-predicted results show quite good agreement, and the
maximum difference is 3.1%.
Open-circuit back EMF is measured by driving the prototype
machine with another HSPMSM in a back-to-back test, as shown
in Fig. 21(b). Calculated and measured back EMFs at maximum
operating speed are presented in Fig. 23. The amplitude of the
measured phase EMF at 22500 r/min is 61.8 V, which agrees well
with the FEA-predicted result. In addition, the rotor structure

This paper presents a new rotor design of HSPMSM for
flywheel energy storage system. The new rotor aims at reducing rotor eddy current loss that is difficult to be dissipated
in a high-vacuum chamber. Electromagnetic performances are
analyzed using the finite element method. Besides a 64.2%
rotor eddy current loss reduction, the proposed rotor downsizes the effective air gap, which reduces PM usage and increases the inductance of HSPMSM. Rotor temperature analysis results confirm that the loss reduction helps to lower
PM temperature rise, and thus low-cost magnets can be used.
Taking thermal stress and centrifugal force into account, the
strength of the new rotor is confirmed by structural FEA.
Prototype measurement results show excellent agreement with
FEA-predicted results.
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